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Abstra t
A vast range of information is expressed in unstru tured or semi-stru tured text, in a form that is hard
to de ipher automati ally. Consequently, it is of enormous importan e to onstru t tools that allow users
to extra t information from textual do uments as easily as it an be extra ted from stru tured databases.
Information Extra tion (IE) systems identify predetermined relevant information in text do uments from
some spe i domain and ll it into a stru tured form. Our approa h to solving this problem is based on
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) whi h an be generated automati ally from manually labeled example
do uments. We onsider the hallenging task of learning HMMs when only partially (sparsely) labeled
do uments are available for training. In order to further redu e the amount of data labeling e ort a user
has to invest, we des ribe how our algorithm an be naturally extended to an a tive learning algorithm
that sele ts \diÆ ult" unlabeled tokens and asks the user to label them. We study empiri ally by how
mu h a tive learning redu es the required labeling e ort.
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Introdu tion

Given the enormous amounts of information available only in unstru tured or semi-stru tured textual do uments, tools for information extra tion (IE) have be ome enormously important (see [5, 3℄, for an overview).
IE tools identify the relevant information in su h do uments and onvert it into a stru tured format su h
as a database or an XML do ument. While rst IE algorithms were hand- rafted sets of rules (e.g., [6℄),
resear hers soon turned to learning extra tion rules from hand-labeled do uments (e.g., [8, 10℄). Unfortunately, rule-based approa hes sometimes fail to provide the ne essary robustness against the inherent
variability of do ument stru ture, whi h has led to the re ent interest in the use of hidden Markov models
(HMMs) [11℄ for this purpose.
Markov model algorithms that are used for part-of-spee h tagging [1℄, as well as known hidden Markov
models for IE [11℄ require the training do uments to be labeled ompletely, i.e., ea h token is manually
given an appropriate label. Clearly, this is an expensive pro ess. We therefore on entrate on the task of
learning information extra tion models, in parti ular hidden Markov models, from partially labeled texts,
and develop appropriate EM-style algorithms.
As we will show, by using additional unlabeled do uments as they are usually readily available in most
appli ations, we an perform a tive learning of HMMs. The idea of a tive learning algorithms (e.g., [2℄) is
to identify \diÆ ult" unlabeled observations and ask the user to label them. Su h algorithms are known for
lassi ation (e.g., [2℄), lustering [7℄, and regression [9℄; here, we present an algorithm for a tive learning
of hidden Markov models.
The paper is organized as follows. We give a ount of the IE task and loss fun tions in Se tion 2, followed
by a des ription of hidden Markov models (Se tion 3). We then dis uss how a given HMM an be applied to
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an IE problem (Se tion 4) and how HMMs an be learned from example do uments (Se tion 5). We dis uss
our a tive learning approa h (Se tion 6), and our empiri al results (Se tion 7); Se tion 8 on ludes.
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Information Extra tion

IE systems identify predetermined relevant information in text do uments from some spe i domain, extra t
it and onvert it into a stru tured format su h as a database or an XML do ument.
As an example, onsider the problem of pro essing ight on rmations sent to an airline by email
automati ally. In order to identify the ight database re ord to be on rmed, details like ight numbers,
outbound and inbound dates, as well as names of passengers have to be extra ted from an unstru tured
text.
Another interesting appli ation is in the domain of omputational biology. A great amount of biologi al
data olle tions are maintained as internet repositories. These data olle tions an be queried over the
Internet. The answers are generally provided in form of HTML-pages. In order to further pro ess pertinent
information from su h HTML do uments, it is ne essary to identify, for example, enzyme fun tional data,
rea tion type, inhibitors and mole ular weight of queried enzymes in this semi-stru tured HTML output.
Let us give a de nition of the task onsidered in this paper. A do ument is a sequen e of observations,
O = (O1 ; : : : ; OT ). An observation Ot orresponds to a token of the do ument. A token is a ve tor of
attributes generated by a olle tion of NLP tools. Attributes may in lude the word stem, part of spee h,
HTML ontext, and many other properties of the word, senten e, or paragraph.
The IE task is to atta h a semanti tag Xt to a token Ot ; observations an also be left untagged (spe ial
tag none). An extra tion algorithm or fun tion f maps an observation sequen e O1 ; : : : ; OT to a single
sequen e of tags (X1 ; : : : ; XT ); Xt 2 fx1 ; : : : ; xn ; noneg (multi-valued assignments would have to be handled
by using several IE models, one per label).
An IE problem is then given by an (unknown) joint distribution P (X1 ; : : : ; XT ; O1 ; : : : ; OT ) over tags
and observations. Example do uments are assumed to have been drawn a ording to the resulting marginal
distribution P (O1 ; : : : ; OT ) over do uments; the IE learning problem is to nd an extra tion fun tion f
(given a set of example do uments) that minimizes a hosen error riterion.
Depending on the appli ation, there are several ways to de ne the error riterion to be minimized. In
many appli ations, osts may arise for ea h false tag assigned to a token. In su h ases, we an de ne the
per-token error Etoken as the probability of tokens with false tags.
Pre ision and re all are other popular error riteria that an be de ned for problems for whi h only one
tag (Xt 2 fx; noneg) is available. Pre ision refers to the amount of orre t tags x assigned by f relative to
the number of all ( orre tly and in orre tly) assigned tags x. Re all re e ts the amount of tags x orre tly
assigned by f relative to the total amount of tags x that should have been assigned.
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Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) (see [12℄, for an introdu tion) are a very robust statisti al method for
stru tural analysis of sequential data. HMMs are nite state ma hines with sto hasti state and observation
sequen es.
A HMM  = (; a; b) onsists of nitely many states fS1 ; : : : ; SN g. The state that the HMM is in at
time t is denoted as qt (qt is the random variable, S1 ; : : : ; SN its possible values). At ea h time step t, the
HMM generates an observation Ot . The array i = P (q1 = Sij) denotes the probabilities of starting in
state Si ; aij = P (qt+1 = Sj jqt = Si ; ) quanti es the probability of a transition from state Si to Sj . Ea h
state is hara terized by a probability distribution bi (Ot ) = P (Ot jqt = Si ; ) over the observations. At ea h
time step t, the HMM hanges its state a ording to a and an observation is generated a ording to b.
The states through whi h the model passes are invisible to the outside, only the observation sequen e
whi h is a probabilisti fun tion of the state sequen e is known; hen e the name hidden Markov model.
HMMs are useful to model how underlying events probabilisti ally indu e surfa e events and thus have been
found suitable to model natural language.
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In this ontext, an HMM with parameters  an be seen as a sto hasti \grammar" of a fo used lass of
do uments whi h des ribes probabilisti ally whi h sequen es of words (i.e., do uments) o ur in this lass.
Observations are the individual words of a do ument, and the HMM state in whi h a word has been emitted
represents its semanti role, or meaning.
An HMM for information extra tion possesses one state for ea h of the tags whi h we want to atta h
to words, and it possesses a number of \ba kground" states representing the meaning of those words whi h
we are not interested in extra ting. We denote the target states as S1 ; : : : ; Sn and the orresponding
tags x1 ; : : : ; xn . The ba kground states whi h represent information we are not interested in are denoted
Sn+1 ; : : : ; SN .
Underlying HMMs is the Markov assumption whi h says that ea h state qt onditionally only depends
on its dire t prede essor (higher-order HMMs generalize this to k pre eeding states) { P (qt+1 jq1 ; : : : ; qt ) =
P (qt+1 jqt ). In other words, the states qt summarize all past information relevant for qt+1 .
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Applying HMMs

Suppose that we have a Hidden Markov model  whi h des ribes a lass of do uments whi h we are interested
in, and we have a new do ument (O1 ; : : : ; OT ) whi h is an instan e of this lass. For ea h word Ot , we want
to identify the hidden state Si , and thereby the meaning, orresponding to it. On e we have identi ed the
states qt , we simply have to extra t those tokens whi h orrespond to one of the target states S1 ; : : : ; Sn ,
and label them with the orresponding tags x1 ; : : : ; xn .
The most important step in this pro ess of applying a HMM  is to determine the probabilities P (qt =
Si jO1 ; : : : ; OT ; ) that the HMM is in state Si at time t. This probability is usually abbreviated t (i). On e
we have determined the t (i), the optimal extra tion strategy depends on the pre ise optimization riterion.
In order to minimize the number of false labels, we have to assign tag xi to Ot if state Si is most likely (i
maximizes t (i)). A ertain pre ision/re all balan e is a hieved by assigning tag xi to a word if t (i) ex eeds
a threshold . This threshold  then balan es pre ision against re all.
Let us now fo us on the problem of al ulating t (i) = P (qt = Si jO1 ; : : : ; OT ; ). This problem is a
spe ial ase of a slightly more general problem whi h we also have to solve in order to nd a learning
algorithm for HMMs in the next se tion. In the more general ase, some tokens may possess labels that
the user has atta hed. This immediately restri ts the state of labeled tokens (to all states onsistent with
user-assigned label or labels), but the user-de ned labels an also have an impa t on nearby unlabeled words.
We denote the set of all state indi es whi h are onsistent with the user-de ned label for word Ot as t .
When we apply a given HMM to a new do ument, then no labels are present and hen e t = f1; : : : ; N g
whi h means that all states are possible for ea h word.
Our solution is inspired by the message passing algorithm for Bayesian networks; it extends the standard
message passing algorithm by taking the onstraints t into a ount. In the light of our solution, the lose
relation of the forward-ba kward algorithm for hidden Markov models and the message passing algorithm
for Bayesian networks an be re ognized. We de ompose t (i) = P (X jEX ; EX+ ) into t (i) = P (X jEX+ ), and
+
+
t (i) = P (EX jX; EX ), where EX is the evidential support and EX is the ausal support.
= Si j1 ; : : : ; T ; O1 ; : : : ; OT ; )
=
|{z} P| (qt = SijO1 ; : : : O{zt 1 ; 1 ; : : : ; t 1 ; }) P| (Ot ; : : : ; OT ; t ;{z: : : ; T jqt = Si; })
normalization

t (i) = P (qt

i

(1)
(2)

i

t( )

t( )

Please note that in order to work for our extended problem, the and de ned above have been hosen
di erently from the orresponding probabilities used in the lassi al HMM algorithm as in [12℄. Straightforward re ursive evaluation of t (i) and t (i) would be prohibitively expensive. In Theorems 1 and 2 we
present a dynami programming algorithm whi h al ulates the t (i) and t (i) eÆ iently.
t (i) as the probability of arriving in state Si at time t given an initial observation
sequen e and labels (Equation 3); t (i) is the probability of en ountering the remaining observations and

De nition 1 We de ne
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labels given the state at time t (Equation 4). Finally, t (i) is the probability of state Si at time t given a
partially labeled observation sequen e.

= P (qt = Si jO1 ; : : : Ot 1 ; 1 ; : : : ; t 1 ; )
t (i) = P (Ot ; : : : ; OT ; t ; : : : ; T jqt = Si ; )
t (i) = P (qt = Si j1 ; : : : ; T ; O1 ; : : : ; OT ; )
t (i)

For the proofs of the following Theorems, we refer the reader to [13℄.
Theorem 1 t (i) an be omputed re ursively as in Equations 6 and 7.
= Pi
1 (i)
i2 aij bi (Ot ) t (i)
t+1 (j ) = P
b (O ) (i)
t

k2t k

Theorem 2

k

(6)
(7)

t (i) an be omputed re ursively as in Equations 8 and 9.
T (i)
t (i)

Theorem 3

t

(3)
(4)
(5)

=
=

(

(

bi (OT ) if qT

0

bi (Ot )

P

0

2 T

otherwise

j 2t+1 aij t+1 (j )

(8)
if qt 2 t
otherwise

(9)

t (i) an be omputed as in Equation 10.
t (i) =

P

t (i) t (i)
j 2t t (j ) t (j )

(10)

Theorems 1, 2, and 3 say that it is possible to determine t (i) in linear time. The forward-ba kward
algorithm a hieves this as follows.
1. For t = 1 : : : T , al ulate the t (i) a ording to Theorem 1.
2. For t = T : : : t, al ulate the t (i) a ording to Theorem 2 and, in the same pass, al ulate the t (i)
a ording to Theorem 3.
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Learning HMMs from Partially Labeled Data

We have now seen how we an use a given HMM for information extra tion, but we still have to study how
we an learn a HMM from a set of example sequen es. We assume that a set of initially unlabeled do uments
is available and the user then labels some of the words (not whole sequen es) with the appropriate tag.
We express labels in terms of sequen es of possible states 1 ; : : : ; T , t  f1; : : : ; N g. The user may
label a token with a tag xi whi h means that the HMM must have been in state Si while emitting it; hen e,
t = fig. Tokens may be labeled as not possessing a tag whi h implies that the HMM must have been in
one of the ba kground states (t = fn + 1; : : : ; N g); or may be left unlabeled whi h says nothing about the
state (t = f1; : : : ; N g). This extends the setting of the part-of-spee h tagging problem in whi h ea h token
has a label that orresponds to exa tly one state.
The Baum-Wel h algorithm (see, for example, [12℄) an be used to estimate the most likely model
parameters  given a set of observation sequen es. The prin iple diÆ ulty whi h this algorithm addresses
is that, in order to determine the transition and emission probabilities, the states that orrespond to the
observations would have to be known. Unfortunately, the states of unlabeled tokens are hidden (up to
the onstraints imposed by the labels). In the so- alled E-step, the algorithm al ulates, for ea h token,
the probability distribution over the states based on the urrent estimate of the transition and emission
probabilities, taking the labels into a ount. Based on these distributions over states, in the so- alled
M-step we update the emission and transition probabilities (\EM-algorithm").
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1. Start with a random model .
2. Use the forward-ba kward algorithm to estimate the state probabilities t (i) based on the urrent
model.
3. Based on the al ulated state probabilities t (i), estimate the transition probabilities aij by ounting
how many transitions from ea h Si to Sj o ur a ording to t (i).
4. Also, al ulate, for ea h state Si , how frequently the observations O are observed in that state. Thus,
estimate bi (Ot ).
5. Re ur from step 2 until the parameters  stay nearly onstant over an iteration.
While the Baum-Wel h algorithm itself is well-known, our ontribution here is to present an instantiation
for information extra tion that handles partially labeled observation sequen es in a mathemati ally sound
way. This is made possible by Theorems 1 through 3 whi h say that we an eÆ iently al ulate a modi ed
t (i) variable that takes all (in luding non-lo al) e e ts of labels on the state probabilities into a ount.
Our algorithm has two desirable properties. Like the regular Baum-Wel h algorithm it onverges to
an (at least lo al) optimum in the parameter spa e. When the do ument is ompletely labeled, it rea hes
stability after the rst iteration and behaves like the straightforward parameter estimation pro edure for
(not hidden) Markov models.
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A tive Revision of HMMs

Unlabeled do uments an be obtained very easily for most information extra tion problems; only labeling
tokens in a do ument imposes e ort. An a tive learning approa h to utilizing the available amount of user
e ort most e e tively is to sele t, from the available unlabeled tokens, those whi h are potentially most
interesting.
If our obje tive is to minimize the number of false tags, a Bayes-optimal extra tion algorithm has to
label ea h token Ot with the tag Xi that maximizes P (qt = Si jO; ) = t (i) (or none, if i > n), where
O = O1 ; : : : ; OT is a given observation sequen e. We deviate from this optimal strategy when our parameter
estimates 0 di er from the true parameters  su h that some state Sj seems to be most likely although state
Si really is most likely (maxi P (qt = SijO; ) 6= maxi P (qt = Si jO; 0 )). We an see the di eren e between
the probability of the most likely and that of the se ond most likely state as the on den e, or margin of
the state given O.
We de ne the margin M (qt jO; ) of the token that we read at time t as the di eren e between the highest
and se ond highest probability for a state (Equation 12):
M (qt jO; ; ) = maxfP (qt = Si jO; ; )g
i
maxfP (qt = Sj jO; ; )g
j 6=i

= max
f 0 t (i)g max
f 0t (j )g
i
j 6=i

(11)
(12)

Intuitively, the margin an be seen as quantifying how \diÆ ult" (low margin) or \easy" (large margin)
a token is. Our a tive HMM learning algorithm rst learns an initial model 1 from a set of partially
labeled do uments. It then determines the margins of all tokens and starts asking the user to label those
tokens whi h have a parti ularly low margin. The Baum-Wel h algorithm is restarted, using the previous
parameters k 1 as initial model and adapting k to the new data.
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Experiments

To empiri ally test our a tive learning algorithm, we performed two sets of experiments, one with syntheti
arti ial data, one with data from a real-life problem ( ight on rmation e-mails).
5

For the syntheti experiments, we generated HMMs with variable numbers of ba kground and target
states at random. We used these HMMs to generate unlabeled observation sequen es; we labeled a number
of initial tokens drawn at random. We then studied how the error develops with the number of additional
labels added to the observation sequen es a ording to three strategies. The rst is our a tive learning
algorithm proposed in this paper, i.e., asking the user for labels on observations with smallest margins;
we refer to our approa h simply as the \margin" strategy. By ontrast, the \random" strategy is to label
randomly drawn observations, and the \large margins" strategy is the opposite to our proposed strategy,
i.e., sele ting tokens that have the largest margins. If our proposed strategy (\margins") is really better
than \random", we expe t \large margins" to perform worse.
We used three di erent HMM sizes. The \easy" hidden Markov model onsists of one ba kground and
two target states. Ea h state emits three out of 20 observations with randomly drawn probabilities. We
generated 50 sequen es of 20 initially unlabeled observations. The \medium size" HMM possesses 10 nodes,
and the \large" HMM onsists of 15 states; ea h state has nonzero transition probabilities to ve other
states. The urves in Figure 1 are averages over 50 learning problems.
The initial sample ontains only unlabeled tokens (Figures 1a for the easy, 1d for the medium size and
1g for the hard learning problem), labels of 80 (Figures 1b, 1e, and 1h, respe tively) and 160 tokens (Figures
1 , 1f, and 1i) drawn at random.
In Figures 1a, 1d, and 1g, we see a slight but signi ant advantage of random token sele tion over
sele ting tokens with small margins. Using only diÆ ult tokens from the beginning is not bene ial on
average. In the later phase of learning, token sele tion by small margins gains a small advantage. The
bene t of the margin strategy be omes more learly visible, when the initial sample ontains the labels of
80 (Figures 1b, 1e, and 1h) or 160 (Figures 1 , 1f, and 1i) tokens drawn at random, and only from then
on tokens with smallest margins are sele ted. For the small HMM learning problem (when mu h unlabeled
data relative to the problem omplexity is available), the bottom line error is rea hed after about 300 labels
under the margin strategy and after 600 labeled tokens under the random strategy.
Using a tive learning with small margin examples after 70 initial random tokens seems to be most
bene ial. In this ase (Figure 1b), the base level error is rea hed after less than 200 examples for a tive
and after 1000 examples for regular learning { i.e., ve times fewer labels are needed. Choosing only the
most \easy" examples (large margins) is learly a bad strategy in all ases.
Our experiments show that, at least for the lasses of HMM that we generated, using only diÆ ult
low-margin tokens for learning from the beginning results in higher error rates. However, when the training
is started by labeling randomly drawn tokens and the a tive HMM hooses diÆ ult low-margin tokens after
that initial phase, then a signi ant improvement is a hieved over regular HMMs that an result in the
suÆ ien y of many times fewer labeled examples.
For our real-life experiments, the task was to analyze ight on rmation emails written to an airline.
In order to pro ess ight on rmations automati ally, it is ne essary to identify passenger names, ight
numbers, outbound and inbound dates, and lo ations. This problem is very hard (even for a human ustomer
support agent) be ause most emails are very unstru tured, ungrammati al, and often impre ise.
Figure 2 shows the pre ision and re all urves (depending on the number of example do uments). The
gure shows that reasonably small numbers of do uments (with a total labeling e ort of a few hours) suÆ e
to obtain pre ision and re all rates of between 60 and 80%.
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Dis ussion and Related Work

The range of possible problems whi h an be addressed e e tively with a robust, generi information extra tion tool is very wide, ranging from automati ally generating databases for pri e omparisons to orporate
intelligen e.
We have dis ussed how the hidden Markov model framework an be adapted to deal with sparsely labeled
observation sequen es, as they naturally o ur in the information extra tion problem. We also proposed a
strategy for a tive sele tion of unlabeled \diÆ ult" tokens for labeling. Our experiments show that a tive
data sele tion an redu e the data labeling e ort substantially.
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Figure 1: Error rate of a tive and regular learning over number of labeled tokens. (a)-( ), easy HMM; initial
sample ontains (a) no (b) 80 ( ) 160 labeled tokens drawn at random. (d)-(f) medium size HMM; initial
sample with (d) no (e) 80 (f) 160 initial labels. (g)-(i) large HMM; (g) no (h) 80 (i) 160 initial labels.
An alternative non-generative hidden Markov model for information extra tion has been des ribed in [11℄.
Instead of using the usual distributions aij and bi (Ot ), the alternative model uses a onditional probability
P (qt+1 jqt ; Ot+1 ). Consequently, the non-generative model possesses jQj2  jOj probabilities whi h have to
be estimated, in ontrast to jQj2 + jQj  jOj probabilities in the generative model.
Given a set of models fi g (e.g., des ribing di erent ategories of web pages) and an observation sequen e
O, we an al ulate the P (Oji ) in our generative model and thus use HMMs for text lassi ation tasks.
This idea seems promising be ause we an thus use information that lies beyond the usual bag-of-words
representation for text lassi ation. This probability annot be determined in the non-generative model.
Furthermore, the Forward-Ba kward and Baum-Wel h algorithm in the non-generative model are based on
some assumptions whi h we believe are diÆ ult to motivate; see [14℄ for a detailed dis ussion.
Durbin et al. [4℄ have proposed a modi ation of the Baum-Wel h algorithm for partially labeled
observation sequen es in whi h probabilities for events that are in onsistent with the labels are simply set
to zero and al ulated as if no labels were present otherwise. Although this pro edure is simple and may
in some ases lead to the desired results, it deviates from our mathemati ally stri t approa h of al ulating
the state probability given the labels.
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